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Abstract
In this work we describe fabrication, characterization and possible application of FITC (fluorescine
isothiocyanate) conjugated magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs) for biomedical applications such as imaging
of cancer cells. The MNPs possessed octahedral-like geometry with almost completely dispersed
distribution with high saturation magnetization. The final FMNPs (fluorescine isothiocyanate magnetite
nanoparticles) absorption band showed 30 nm red shift towards longer wavelength compared to bare
MNP and the laser-induced fluorescence was observed at 518 nm. The MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide) results showed that FITC conjugation diminishes the toxicity MNPs
mainly due to the reduction of surface charge. Fluorescence microscopy confirmed the uptake and
distribution of FMNPs in MCF 7 (Michigan Cancer Foundation-7) breast cancer cells, which suggests that
it can be utilized for applications such as a magnetic fluorescent probe for bioassay.

Introduction
It is well known that biomarkers (or biological markers)
are measurable sign of an organism evaluated as an indicator
of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes or
pharmacological responses to a therapeutic intervention.
Some of potential applications of biomarkers include oncology,
screening, differential diagnosis, prediction of response to
treatment, and monitoring of progression of disease [1]. Equally
important is the critical and effective role that nanotechnology,
particularly the nanobiomaterials that can play in achieving the
above goals. Indeed, the design and development of a reliable
and green chemistry process for synthesis of nanomaterials
is an important aspect of ongoing nanotechnology research
namely biomedical engineering. Cancer nanotechnology has
already shown its capability in revolutionizing the current
techniques in cancer early diagnosis, imaging, treatment and
prevention [2].
Magnetite, Fe3O4, is a common magnetic iron oxide that
has a cubic inverse spinel structure with oxygen forming
an fcc closed packing and Fe cations occupying interstitial
tetrahedral sites and octahedral sites. The electrons can hop
between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions in the octahedral sites at room
temperature, rendering magnetite an important class of halfmetallic materials. With proper surface coating, these magnetic

nanoparticles can be chemically stable, well dispersed with
uniform size distribution. When the size of these nanoparticles
becomes so small that their dimension can be considered as
a single domain, they lack a hysteresis loop and a possess
high field irreversibility, high saturation field and extra
anisotropy contributions called superparamagnetic iron oxide
nanoparticle (SPION) [3,4]. Over the past decades SPIONs
with size and morphology dependent physical and chemical
properties
including
biocompatibility,
biodegradability,
long blood retention time, chemical composition, magnetic
behaviour, surface structure, adsorption properties, solubility,
low toxicity, and good magnetic response have attracted worldwide research attention [5-7]. These unique materials have
been utilized successfully for number of applications including
contrast-enhanced imaging [8,9] and drug delivery due to
their magnetic nature which can be manipulated by an external
magnetic field [10,11]. In magnetically guided nanoparticles
(NPs), a constant external magnetic field is used to transport
magnetic NPs loaded with drugs to a specific site within the
body or to increase the transfection capacity.
There are number of frequently used imaging modalities
which can be utilized to visualize targeted cells or molecules
including positron emission tomography (PET), single photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT), X-ray computed
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), optical
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imaging, photoacoustic imaging and ultrasound imaging [1216]. In clinical detection and therapy, all modalities play a
great role with significant contributions, however, each also
has its advantages and disadvantages defined by different
parameters such as sensitivity, spatial and temporal resolution,
invasiveness (e.g., radiation ionization, dose of radioactive
material). Despite the limiting factor of optical technique in
deep lying cancer screening within the body’s organ, it has
key advantages including wavelength sensitivity of tissue
intrinsic chromophores, low energy radiation and ability to
monitor multiple independent optical biomarkers. Generally,
optical imaging is performed in the range of ultravioletvisible-infrared radiation where it can be in the form of
radiative as heat and radiative as fluorescence response. When
nanoparticles or probing ligands are suitably conjugated by
optical or fluorescent agents, they become smart in such a way
that they can be used to identify or target specific biological
organs [17]. The fluorescence spectroscopy [18,19] and imaging
[20,21] have also been widely used in studying cancer diagnosis.
Despite advantages of in-Vitro optical imaging of cancers in
clinical studies such as rapid imaging, it has been challenging
in obtaining high optical quality that distinguishes between
healthy and cancer tissues. Recent advances were made to
enhance the imaging quality by making target tumor tissue
as source of light. Imaging agents play a significant role in
labelling target molecules for detection of their population and
distributions. As a conventional silanisation reagent, APTS can
introduce amine groups onto the surface of the nanoparticle.
In this way, one of the three ethoxy groups (–O–CH2– CH2–
CH3) initially present in the APTS molecule breaks off from
the molecule, which leads to covalent bonding between the
APTS groups and the MNPs [22]. At pH <10, protonation of
the amines may give a positive surface charge, which accounts
for the high stability of these dispersions. The modification
results in products with new functional groups on their
surface, capable of interacting with an organic medium, and
hence allowing the surface properties to change from typically
hydrophilic [silanol groups, which can be easily coupled with 3aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS) to hydrophobic (lyophilic)
ones. The active amino groups (–NH2) facilitate the further
functionalization and can covalently bond with other active
groups, such as the carboxyl (–COOH) that can conveniently
conjugate with antibodies and other functional groups.
Consequently, specific targeting and multifunctionalization
can be realized. Additionally, the modified magnetic NPs with
amino silane shell are non-toxic, biocompatible and injectable.
FITC is a derivative of fluorescein used in various applications
such as flow cytometry and it is the original fluorescein
molecule functionalized with an isothiocyanate reactive group
(-N=C=S), replacing a hydrogen atom on the bottom ring of
the structure, figure 1A combination of different imaging
techniques such as optical imaging and imaging agents such
as FITC can provide complementary information about the
imaged target. FITC allows facile labelling of various structures
and

has

been

employed

in

laser-induced

fluorescence

detection techniques and flow cytometry of protein labelling
[23,24]. In our recent report, it was shown that the emission

of FITC intensity is pH-dependent which can be considered as
an advantage since tumors or inflamed tissues are relatively
acidic, about 6.5, due to hypoxic conditions [25] thus, the
fluorescence intensity can be used as an easy monitoring probe.
Also, it was recently reported by our group that SPION-based
plasmonic nanodendrimers can have the potential capability to
be utilized for thermal and bioimaging applications [26,27]. In
this research, the results of synthesized SPIONs functionalized
by fluorescine isothiocynate (FITC) used as biomarker for
fluorescence imaging of L929 and MCF 7 cancer cell lines are
described.

Materials and Methods
Materials
All analytic reagents including ferric chloride hexahydrate
(FeCl3.6H2O, 99%), ferrous chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2. 4H2O,
99%) and hydrochloric acid (HCl 37%), ammonia aqueous (25
wt %), sodium hydroxide of (NaOH > 99%), 3-amino-propyltriethoxy-silane [3NH2 (CH2)3Si (OC2H5), APTS], Milli-Q water
(18.2- MΩ.cm) were purchased from Merck and used without
further purification and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (DMEM) culture medium was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich.

Synthesis of Magnetite nanoparticles MNPs
1.28 M ferric chloride hexahydrate, 0.64 M ferrous
hetrahydrate and 0.4 M hydrochloric acid were prepared
as a source of iron by dissolving the respective chemicals in
18.2 M milli-Q water and deoxygenated by bubbling N2 gas
for 1 h prior to the use under vigorous stirring. In the same
way, an optimized value of 1.5 M NaOH were prepared as
the alkali sources [7,28,29]. Aqueous dispersion of magnetic
nanoparticles was prepared by alkalinizing an aqueous mixture
of ferric and ferrous salts with NaOH at room temperature. 25
mL of iron source was added drop-wise into 250 mL of alkali
source under vigorous magnetic stirring at 1500 rpm for 30
min at ambient temperature. The molar ratio of Fe2+: Fe3+ =
1:2 and complete precipitation of Fe3O4 between 7.5-14 pH was
maintained under a non-oxidizing environment, since this
would critically affect the physical and chemical properties
of the nanosized magnetic particles. The precipitated powder
was isolated by applying an external magnetic field, and the
supernatant was removed from the precipitate by decantation.
The powder was washed and the solution was decanted twice
after centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 min. Then 0.01M HCl
was added to neutralize the anionic charge on the particle
surface.

Amino-Silane Functionalization of SPIONs
Typically, 25 ml of magnetite colloid ethanol solution was
prepared, and then diluted to 150 ml by ethanol and 1 ml H2O.
The solution was treated by ultrasonic wave for 30 minutes
and followed by adding 35μl 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
[3NH2(CH2)3Si(OC2H5), APT S] to it and stirred for 7 h. The
solution was finally washed five times with ethanol and then
dried into powder at room temperature under vacuum.
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FITC conjugation of APTS-SPONs

Characterization

This was obtained between isothiocyanate functional

The average size of MNPs was estimated using a transmis-

group in FITC structure which has high tendency to react

sion electron microscope (Model CM120, PHILIPS). Fourier

with amine groups on Fe3O4 nanoparticles as shown in below:

transformation-IR (FT-IR) spectra of samples were obtained

1

2

1
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using a FTIR spectrophotometer (NEXUS 670, Nicolet). X-ray
2

For conjugation, 1 ml of 1mg/1 ml of FITC molecules in
Dimethyl sulfoxide (CH3)2SO, DMSO solution was added to 20
ml of 0.0128 M of APTS functionalized iron oxide nanoparticles
in ethanol. The solution was placed on the shaker at low
temperature for 4 h in dark room. The FITC conjugated MNPs
were then magnetically separated from ethanol. To remove
the unreacted FITC molecules, the MNPs were washed three
times by ethanol and distilled water then dispersed in 20 ml of
deionized water. The final product was centrifuged and kept in
dark container figure 1.

Culture of cell lines
MCF-7 cell lines of (human breast cancer cells) were
obtained from National Cell Bank of Iran.
Cells were grown in - Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) culture medium at 37 °C under 5% CO2 in a humidified
incubator. The cells were harvested, counted and transferred
to 96-well plates (15,000 cells per a well) and incubated for
24 h prior to the addition of nanoparticles. The FMNPs were
processed and used in various concentrations, and the treated
cells were then incubated for 24 h. 5 mg of MTT the water soluble
tetrazolium salt dissolved in 1 mL of phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS), and 25 μL of the MTT solution was added to each of the
96 wells. The plates were wrapped in an aluminum foil and
incubated at 37 °C for 4 h. The solution in each well, containing
media, unbound MTT and dead cells, was removed by suction,
and 200 μL of DMSO was added to each well. The plates were
then shaken, and the optical density was measured using a
microplate reader (Stat tax 2100, USA) at 575 nm. . The MCF7 cells were then trypsinized, rinsed with DMEM and washed
twice with PBS to remove the excess nanoparticles which
did not react with cells. The images of cancer cell lines were
acquired by an optical and fluorescence microscope using 400×
magnification.

diffraction (Cu K ( = 1.5406˚A, 40 kV,40 mA, FK60-40) was
used to determine the crystalline phase of NPs , the extent of
FITC conjugation was measured in a UV visible spectrophotometer (Sunnyvale, CA). Magnetization measurements were carried at 300K in a magnetic field up to 8.5 k Oe with a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM-PAR 155). Zeta potential of MNP
and FMNP along with hydrodynamic diameter of FMNP were
determined through zetasizer (Malvern, Nano ZS). The evaluation of fluorescence emission of FMNPs nanoparticles was performed using a tunable ion argon laser Melles Griot-35MAP431
with wavelengths range between (454-514) nm. The fluorescence signals were detected by a 600 μm core diameter optical
connected to spectrometer (UV-vis USB 4000, Ocean Optics).
Before the measurements, the samples were dried at 15 °C in
a vacuum for 6 h. Fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss AxioshopGermany) was used to study the cells fluorescence).

Results and discussion
As shown in figure 2A, the mean Fe3O4 particle size
examined by TEM imaging are almost dispersed and figure
2Bshows the APTS functionalized MNPs. It is notable that, the
particles have an octahedral-like geometry (Figure 2B). The
histogram size distribution covers sizes between (8-20) nm
with about 25% count on <12> nm diameter. The influence of
the chemical potential on the shape evolution of crystals has
been elucidated by Jin et al. [30]. In the case of crystal growth,
it would be beneficial to have a higher chemical potential,
which is mainly determined by the NaOH concentration.
Octahedral Fe3O4 with high quality and crystallinity could be
obtained in concentrated solution, because higher OH− ion
concentration and higher chemical potential in the solution
favor the growth of octahedral structures over other possible
iron-oxide crystal forms. Crystalline structure of magnetite
nanoparticles were analyzed by XRD (Figure 2C). The results
confirmed the formation of highly purified magnetite phase of
iron oxide with diffraction peaks at (220), (311), (400), (422),
(511), (440), which are the characteristic peaks of the Fe3O4
inverse spinel structure (JCPDS file No. 19-0629) without any
interference with other phases of FexOy. Since lower pH slows
down the oxidation reaction, thus in co-precipitation reaction
iron salt solution should be kept at lower pH and temperature
prior to precipitation by alkaline media [31]. In this study, the
initial pH and temperature of salt solution were adjusted to 1.7
and 25 °C respectively to obtain a pure magnetite phase. The
inter-planar space (d-value) of synthesized nanoparticles can
be calculated using Bragg equation for the reflection peaks.
This can be used to distinguish between -Fe2O3 and Fe3O4
crystallographic structure. Broadening of the dominant intense
peak in XRD graph (311) confirms the small size of the resultant

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of synthesis process of conjugating magnetite
nanoparticle with FITC.

particles. The crystalline size of MNPs synthesized at 25°C was
calculated as 18 nm using Debay-Sherrer’s equation [32].
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Figure 2: (a) TEM images of (a) MNPs, (b) after functionalization by APTS and (c) X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD) of MNPs.

D=

K
cos

represents the results of MNPs conjugated by FITC and FITC
respectively, where the bonds at 1109 cm-1, 1625 cm-1, 2029
(1)

In this equation, D,  and  represent the mean diameter of
particles, the wavelength of incident X-ray, and the full width
at half height (FWHM) respectively and constant K is equal to
0.9.
To confirm the chemical bonding between APTS molecules
and iron oxide nanoparticles and also between FITC molecules
and amine functional group at MNP surface, FTIR spectroscopy
was performed. Number of important determining factors for
adsorption of aqueous solution ions on the surface of MNPs
are high surface to volume atoms ratio, high nanoparticle
surface energy and number of bonds at the surface. In a neutral
solution containing dispersed MNPs, free Fe and O atoms at the
surface adsorb H+ and OH+ which explains the high density of
functional group (-OH).
The FTIR spectra of MNPs are shown in figure 3 where the
presence of magnetite, Fe-O, is evident at around 444 cm-1
, 591 cm-1 and 1420 cm-1 and 1560 cm-1 and 3413 cm-1 show
-OH bonds. The peaks related to Fe-O bonds at amine group
functionalized MNP surface are shifted to higher wavenumbers
of 477 cm-1 and 620 cm-1 respectively compared to pure Fe3O4
NPs, which confirms Fe-O-Si bond formation. Also, the FeO-H groups at Fe3O4 surface are replaced by Fe-O-Si(O-)2-R.
In figure 3B, the 1118 cm-1 and 1403 cm-1 represent the
stretching vibration of Si-O and CH2 bands respectively and
those near 1623 cm−1 and 3414 cm-1 the NH2. Figure 3C,D

cm-1 and 3413 cm-1 correspond respectively to C-N stretchedvibrational, rotational-vibrational of amine, vibrational groups
of CO present in FITC molecule structure and the vibrational
group of –OH present in FITC molecule structure. The
vibrational group of isothiocyanate (-NCS) is shown at 2100
cm-1 in figure 1D. It worth to note that this band does not exist
in figure 1C i.e., FITC conjugated magnetites due to fact that
during the reaction between isothiocyanate group and amine,
the functional group of (-NCS) in the FITC molecule structure
is converted to thiourea (NH-CS-NH-) group.
Saturation magnetization (Ms), residual magnetization (Mr)
and coercivity (Hc), are among the main magnetic parameters.
Figure

3E

shows

the

room-temperature

magnetization

curve of the bare MNPs where the hysteresis loop exhibits a
reversible behaviour implying the magnetization curve has
zero remanence and Hc. The Ms value was measured 50 emu g-1
at 6000 Oe and when the external magnetic field was removed,
the particles redispersed rapidly. This relatively fast magnetic
response can be an advantage in many applications. In the case
of Fe3O4 conjugated FITC, figure 3F the Ms value decreased to
about 40 emug-1 indicating that FITC coating can lead to the
formation of a nonmagnetic layer on top of the magnetic core
which can consequently decrease the magnetization of the
nanoparticles [19]. It is reported in the literature that Ms of
iron-oxide nanoparticles increases with increase in particle size
[5,7,32]. In addition, it may also be due to different chemical
compositions on the surface like oxidation of Fe3O4 to Fe2O3,
surface effect such as nonlinearity of spins of magnetically
047
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inactive layer with the magnetic field. Also, the discrepancy
could be explained by the variation of synthesizing methods
which can produce particles of different size [33]. Pinning is
one of the main sources of the Hc. Grain size dependence of Hc
and permeability (GSDCP) theory [34] predicts:

AK
H c =P1
μ1 Dg
M s Dg

H c =P2

Ms A

μD6g

ex

= A

K

The results of absorption spectroscopy for FITC, MNPs and
MNPs conjugated FITC are shown in figure 4A. Clearly, there
400-500 nm with maximum peaks centered at 220 and 450
nm respectively, which mainly correspond to –NH bond. The
iron oxide nanoparticles showed their typical characteristic
absorption continuum in the range of 320-370 nm [35].
However, when MNPs were conjugated with FITC, the 400-500
nm band was shifted towards a longer bandwidth of 450-520
nm with maximum peak at 480 nm with significant reduced
amplitude showing about 30 nm red shift which corresponds
to thiourea bond in FMNPs. Figure 4B illustrates the result of

(3)

laser-induced fluorescence of FMNPs excited at 488 nm with a

The difference between equations (2) and (3) is defined by
ferromagnetic exchange length as:

L

= 27 nm.

are two distinct broad bands for FITC between 220-250 nm and
(2)

where A denotes the exchange constant, K is a magneto
crystalline anisotropy constant, P1 and P2 are dimensionless
factors. Therefore, reducing the grain size, Dg, creates more
pining sites and increases Hc. For ultrafine particles, the
modified form of theory predicts:

K 4 D6g

J/m3, A=10-11 J/m), the exchange length can be estimated as Lex

The results of MTT assay after 24 h at different
concentrations from 10 to 500 μg/mL are shown in figure

(4)

Using the following parameters for magnetite (K=1.35×10

typical emission peak at 518 nm.

5. As it is seen, as the concentration increases, the cellular
4

compatibility of samples is reduced. At the lowest concentration

Figure 3: FTIR spectra of (a) MNPs, (b) APTS functionalized MNPs, (c) APTS functionalized MNPs labelled by FITC, (d) FITC molecules only, (e) vibrating sample
manometry (VSM) of MNPs and (f) FMNP.

Figure 4: UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy of (a) FITC, (b) MNPs and (c) FMNP and (d) Laser-induced fluorescence spectra of FMNP.
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value of 10 μg/mL, the cell viability was about 63% and 70%
and as the concentration further increased to 500 μg/mL, the
viability was reduced to 23% and 60% for MNPs and FMNPs
respectively. It is worth note that up to 100 μg/mL, the viability
remained almost constant for FMNPs. Thus, the conjugation
of MNPs with FITC significantly reduced the toxicity mainly
due to the reduction of surface charge. Therefore, with FITC on
the surface, the cytotoxicity effect due to direct contact of cell
membrane with MNP surface can be reduced.
Optical microscope images of FMNP incubated MCF7
after 24 h is shown in figure 6. The morphology of cells at
low concentrations of FMNP is very similar to the control
sample. As gradually the concentration of FMNPs increase in
samples (Figure 5 A-C), the cells tend to change into more
round shape due to accumulation of nanoparticles on the cell
surface and probably internalization of nanoparticles. The
fluorescence intensity is clearly enhanced with increasing
the concentration of FMNPs (Figure 5 D,E). The distribution
of dispersed FMNPs inside a static colloidal medium (e.g.,
petri dish with cell culture medium) can be considered as
Brownian motion using Lorentzian distribution as normally is
considered in soft matter physics. Therefore, one may assume

that (r′)=d3r′ND(r′) where (r′) is the probability of finding
a NP at a distance, r′ in a volume d3r′ and ND (r′) is a density
distribution of NPs, a function which decays according to
the spatially damped radial function [36]. Thus, two possible
sources could be sought, firstly the diffusion or mobility due
to stronger Brownian motion within the dish which takes place
radially and secondly the extra eddy micro currents acting as
non-uniform source of distribution when the NPs were added
in the experiment. In either case, the fact remains that the
images prove their conceptual applications as molecular probes
which can provide a better detection and hence understanding
of cellular mechanisms.

Conclusion
FITC conjugated iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized
and characterized for biomedical imaging applications. The
MNPs exhibited no hysteresis loop and relatively large saturation
magnetization with zero remanence and coercivity. The 450520 nm signal of FMNPs suggests that such structure can be
utilized as biomarkers in cellular imaging. This was confirmed
by an in-vitro assay using MCF 7 cancer cell lines where higher
concentration of FMNPs exhibited stronger fluorescence signal
with relatively uniform cellular distribution.
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